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ABSTRACT: "he saturauon problem in the one tripletOFermi quarL:: model

is created, in the non-reladvisde approximadon, by a second

quandzadon formalism with two-body and three-body forces,
invariant under U(6). An approximace massformula isderived

based on which che saturadon propenies of the incer-quarL::
forees are diseussed, cogether w¡th the gross featutes of the
baryon spectrum.

l. INTRODUCTION

A mosc sertous objection raised ,againsc che F<.-rmi quark modell, chac
is, a quark rnodel built from one quark criplec satisfyin¡.l: Fermi scaciscics, is
chac che procon forro factor, derived frorn an anai\'ci<.' ancisyrnmecric wave-
function wich L = O has zeros, as shown by ,'¡ura and ~fajundar:l. Subse-
quencl}', Kreps and de Swan" have shown thae th(' zeros mighe be shihed {o
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In quark models, thrce-body forces,together with two-body forces,have
been introduced by Kuo and Radicati 9, sorne time ago, to bind three quarks
into baryons. Ho.,,'ever, they have not discussed the sacuration. Later, the
same type of forces were discussed by Schiff10 in a schematic treatment of

the saturation.
In Section ll, we develop the second quantization íormalism and de-

rive an approximate mass formula, in the "infinite range approximation", fa-
miliar in nuclear structure theory 11. Based on this formula, we discuss, in
Section IIl, the gross features oí the baryon spectrum, together with the
saturation properties. The main conclusions are di scussed in Section IV.

a region where (he form factor was Dor yet measured. BUl in a recent work,
Meyec4 presented a very simple example oí a non-analytic wave function
which does Dor give zeros at aH, his form factor being in excellent agreernrot
wim experimento It appears, then, thar (he Fermi quark rnodel may still have
its place as a meaningful rnorlel.

In [he present work, we reexamine [he saturation problem s oí (he inter.
quark force s for a system of Fermionic quarks, in [he non.relativistic approxi-
macion aiming ro study in what conditions those forces saturare at scme value
ha oí [he quark number. This wauId, oí course, mean thar [he forces are such
[har any configuradon with a higher quark number would be energetically for-
bidden as a possible bound-state. The case ho ;:;:3 corresponds to the case
oí strict sacuration and as will be seen later on this may not oecessarily ex-
elude [he existence oí diquarks.

Thus, the saturation problem, in the Fermi quark model is intimately
related to the problematical existence of íractionallL charRed particles

b
,

corresponding to quark configurations with triality different from zeco.
lo order to scudy the saturation properties, use is made in this paper

of a convenient [reatment of the second quantization formalism 7 to describe
an assembly of quarks, interacting via U(6) invariant two-body and three-
body forces, both oí ordinary and exchange types. This is the analogue oí
the Wigner first approximation in the U(4) supennultiplet theory of nuclear
strucrure8, although in the nuclear case, three-body forces play only a minor

role.

11. THE SECOND-QUANTlZATlON TREATMENT AND AN APPROXI~IATE
~IASSFORMULA.

We consider a systcm oE h Fermionic quarks, supposed to be very
massive objects oí mass ¡\f. In a non-relativistic creatment, we disregard
[heir kinetic energy with respect to the total rest mass. The Hamiltonian
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of me quarks, interacting via two~body and three-body force s can chen be
written in this approximation, as

H = hM--.!...
2!

1

3!

(1)

In Eq. (1), b; and hP are Fermi creacion and annihilation operators
satisfying

,
[ h + hg]
g' +

(2)

The indices pare here composite indices, p== (¡..L, r), where ¡..L de-
scribes the spin-F spin ofthe quarks and r, their independent particle
motion, r == (vlm) By an enumeration convention, the index ¡..L runs from 1
10 6.

W'ehave, Eor instance, in an obvious notation:

2 - /lo T

5 - /lo 1 '

3-A. To

Similar convention may be adopted for enumerating the avaílable single-parti-
ele states, whose number 1S supposed to be finite.

The two-body and three-body potentials in Eq. (1) are symmetrical
functions in their arguments and the corresponding matrix elements, with re-
spect to the spin-F spin indices J.L are taken between states DE the funda-
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mental representations oí (he U(6) group. Further, '(....e assume chat (he torces

have an ordinary par< (IV) and an exchange par! (,\0, w.r.r. ,he U(6) group:

V
I2
= ~ V' (12) pi2

t = "",M

~ V' (123) p'
123

t= W, M

(4)

In [he above equations PI~and Pl~3 are unir operators in (he spin-F spin
space. It is convenient to express Pl~in (he form

s

in tetros 01 (he matrices E~(a. j3 == 1,2, .... , 6) which are (he well known,
six by six matrices, forming me basis for the fundamental irreducible repre-
sentarian of (he U(G) group. By definidon, Dne has:

(6)

from which easil~ £0110W5 char

(7)

Here, Greek índices run from 1 to 6.
The ne.Rative sigo in Eq. (5) is a well known consequence of (he l:.x-

clusion Principie. The physical content oí thar equation is mOfe clearly
seen by wri,ing E~ as a direc, produc, 01 a: (a, b = 1,2) and g~(A,!J = 1,2,3)
which. in turn, are bases for the fundamental represencacion af che U(2} and

U(3) subgroups 01 U(6), respective;y:

(8)

,he index i (i = 1,2,3) being ,he particle indexo Upon using [he ",'ell known
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propeny

one immediately has

_ _ 8-_
pM = -~[l +C7(l)'C7(2}]<ll~[2..+ 2. "(l}',, (2)]
12 2 2 3 p -;; 1 P P

(9)

where the first factor representsthe spin exchange force and the second, its
F -spin analogue Up = "p/2, ,he" being me Gell-Mann matrices).

Since (he matrices E~(i) ctmmute for different values of the pardcle
label U}, one may easily derive, from Eqs. (6) and (7), ,he well known proper-
des

2
(pM) = 1

12 '
(10)

By analogy we assume, without essen(ial loss of generality, for the
corresponding three-body exchange force the expression 9

pM
123

~ll)

The positive sign in the above equation, as printed out by Kuo and Radicati9,
is a con sequence of (he property

pM _ pM phI
123 12 13

(12)

as can be se en from Eqs. (5),(6) and (7).
The soludon of Eq. (1) presents, of course, considerable difficulties.

Besides, ,he spatial dependence of Y'(1,2) and Y'(l,2,3) is acruallv no'
known. However. ic is possible ro extract sorne physics from Eq. (1) taking
as a very first approximation. che potentials yt(l,Z) and yJ(l, 2,3) at the
limit of a square well of infinite range, the so called infinite rangesquare
welllimitll• well known in nuclear structure [heory. Although che inter-quark
forces are, of course. short-range forces, the approximation appears [O be
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physically reievant, providing sorne semi-quantirative informarion on (he dy-
namics of (he problem.

In chis approximacion, (he Hamiltonian in Eq. 1 is exactly diagonal-
izable, for each irreducible representation(lR) [b" b,,' .. , b6] of U(6).

In facr, in (he limit considered, ane has

and similarly,

VII < I p' I ' , '> 8 8J.L1 ¡..L2 J.L3 123 fLl J.L2 J.L 3 r, I , , I )
t 1122

< n p pi V'(123) p' In' p'p'> %
""'1 2 3 123 '-1 2 3

VIII < ¡.L ¡.L ¡.L I p' I ¡.L' ¡l ¡.L' > 8 ,8" 8, ,
I ,'3 123 ,'3 ',', ~, 3 3

(13)

(14)

where v,I1 and V:U are constant. The deltas in (he orbital labels r, in (he
above equations, allow Eq. (1) to be written in [he form

% b f 1 2: VII < I p' I ' , >M[hJ h -- I ¡.L, ¡.L, 12 ¡.L, ¡.L,
2! I =M, M

[
PO; JJ./ po; JL;
e e -8 e 1
J.l1 J.1.2 ¡.L21J..1

_1_ 2: VIII

3' I• t = W, M

( 15)
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¡.L'
In Eq. (15). [he ope[a[oes C¡.L are defined as

7

¡.L'C =
¡.L

(16)

and (he y obey (he foilowing commu(a(ion relations, as one can easily derive
imm Eq. (2):

(17)

¡.L'
Thus, one sees [hac che C ate U(6) (o[ 5U(6» genera[ors. The use

"oi U(6), ins[ead oi che usual 5U(6). implies [ha[ [he invarianc opera[or

gives (he quark numbec operacor, whose eigenvalues, foc an IR charac(ecized
by [h" h, •... h6J are given by

Furcher, we nOCe mac, by using U(6), as done here, (he F.spin algebra may
be caken as UF(3) or 5UF(3). boch oi which are subaIgebras oi U(6). Thus,
either quarks wich fraccional charges or quarks wi(h inregral charges12 are
bo(h possible cases,

It remains (O evaluare che macrix elemenrs of P: 2 and P:
2J

in Eq. (15).
Having in mind (he enumeradon conven(ion, Eq. (3), and Eq. (6) one has
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Therefore

, ,
< IpWI' '> = .'"1.'"'1-',1-', 12 1-'11-', o o •~1 ¡.,L2

< I pM I ' '>1-'11-', 12 1-'I 1-',

, ,
= _ S'"' s'" 1

,ul f.L2

Upon subsrirurion in Eq. (15) one finally ~e,s

( 18)

_ 2- (C, - 6h)A~ + 2-. {C, - 6C, +h(37 - 2h)} A~:I] • (19)
2 6

where we put V" = V A" and VIII = V AIII wi,h V > O. In Eq. (19) C,
101 t ot' o '

and e
2
are (he third and second order Casimir ¡n"ariants oí U(6)

C, =

e =
3

(20)

whosc eigenvalues, foc a given IR oí U(6) characterized by (he maximum
weigh[s vcctor (h

t
, h

2
•...• h

6
]. are respectivel)' givcn by
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g2 = 7h +
6
I. h (h - 2a) ,
a= 1 a a

6
g = I. h3 +
3 a= 1 a

6 6 6
I. (8-3a)h2- I. h I. h

a=l a a=1 aj3=a /3

where

6
+ I. h(3a2-15a)+h(7+h),

a=la
(21)

III. THE GROSSFEATURES OF THE BARYON SPECTRUM AND THE

SATURATION PROPERTIES.

We begin ,his section by specia:izing Eq. (19), fo, ,he baryon case
(h = 3). Upon using Eq. (21), one easily ge,s for ,he masses corresponding
ro rhe represen ,ations [300000] , [210000] and [111000] , of dimensions 56,
70 and 20,

\f = M - V [- 3A 11 + A lIl]
156 o o M M

M =M +V lA'"
70 o 02M

(22)

where we separated the common contribution, due to [he ordioary forces, io
the term

M = 3M - V [3A II + A lIl] .o o W W (23)
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with no evidence for the 20 up to about 2.5 GeV. Therefore. either (l) the 20
appears at a higher coceg)' oc (11) its absence is duc [Q sorne peculiar dynami-
cal feature of (he forces.

In case 1, by imposing (he condirion

10 Eq. (20), one obtains

- A 11 :!: !.- AMItI > O •
M 2

(24)

(25)

which implies AU < O. Thus (he two-body exchange forces are auraccive in
the 56 and repulsive in the 20. as can be seen from Eq. (22). If one further
imposes (he positiveness of (he mas ses in Eq. (22), one sees rhar rhe possi-
ble solutions for (he parameters A,~:= x and A,~:I= y, in a (x,y) plane, corre-
spond to (he paines in [he interior of a triaogle, denoted by 1, in Fig. 1, [he
vertices of which are (O .0). (- ~/S. 2~/S) and (-~. - 2~). where ~= .\l/~.
Note thar in mis case there exist solutions with AXl1 eicher positive oc nega-
tive. Taking (.•.•y) '" (- ~ /5. 2~ /5). for instance. one gets

If A~I~ O. one has

=3 and 1.5 . (26)

(27)

thar ¡s, (he mean mas ses will be equally spaced only if Aj~:I = O.
In case 11, we have .\1

70
- .\1

56
> O, M

70
> O but ,\1

20
< O. The possi-

ble solutions correspond to the internal poin[s of [he region 11, Fig. l. One

sees [hat AÁ: > O and A.~:I> O in this case.
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Figo J o In solid lines are indicated the regions in the plane (x,y) == (AM, AMI),

corresponding to cases 1,11, and lIlas discussed in the texto The straight

'"¡ine crossing those regions correspondsto the ratio ~ = 1.5

"'56

Finally, in Fig. 1 is rcprcsented, in regio n 111, [he solution consider-
ed by Kuo and Radica[i 9. In this region, one has M

56
< /tf

20
< ,\170' which,

however, is not empirically favored. And is also shown, in Fig. 1, [he
straigh[ line corresponding to [he ratio M

70
/.\f

56
= 1.5 .

Sorne consequence of [he aboye discussion for the cases h = 2 (di-
quarks) and h = 4 are now briefly discussed. Here, diquarks appears in U(6)
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supermiltiplets oí dimensions 21 and 15 and one easily gets (he result char
MIs> M2I for cases 1 and III and ,\121 > .1115for case II.

For h = 4, the U(6) supermultiplets have dimensions 126, 210, lOS, 35
and 15. Froro a more detailed analysis DE chis case, one arrives at (he re.
sult char there is no region in the (x, y) plan e for which a11 [hose mas ses are
positive. Thus, at lcase one ol (he supermultiplets is to be exeluded as 000-

physical.
If [he pattern oí (he baryon spectrum repeats itself in (his case, [he 15

supermultiplet is the probable. candida,e and besides, me 126 would appear
in (he lowest mass, chis last condition being found possible foc poines in the
(x, y) plane, wi,h x < O, limi,ed by ,he lines x = O and x -y = O.

At (his point, ir appears cIcar (he distinct role played by (he [WQ

types ol force, ordinary and exchange.
Far an estimare oí [he relative magnitude oí those forces consider,

for instance, me case

=L=-l,
x

wi,h A~ < O. Then

= 2- V2 o

On the o,her hand, for A~I/ A~ = - 1 with A~ > O, and a quark mass M? 10
GeV, one gecs

(28)

One sees that the ordinary forces are about two order of magnitude stronger
than the exchange forces. The role of che orclinary forces, in chis ueatmenc,
is to provide the iarge reduction of mass from 3M to JI. lnstead, the ex.. o
change forces play their main role in the íorm oí che low.lying baryon
specuum and in the mass difference oi the spin-F spin supermultiplets.

Therefore, one is justified in neglecting altogether che exchange
forces, in confront with the ordinary ones, in a firsc discussion of che
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salUration JO. In rhis case, Eq. (19) reads

M[h] ~ hM - Vo [~h(h -I)AU + ~h(h -I)(h -2)A{JI] . (29)

13

The first and second terms in this equation* are proportional to the
number of two.body and three-body "bonds", respectively. Since the number
of lhree-body bonds increases mOle rapidly lhan lhe numbel of lwo-body
llbonds" as h increases, it is clear that, in order to achieve saturation at
some value h = ho' one has to assume three-body repulsive forces and at-
tractive two-body forces, as proposed at first time by Schiff10• As a conse-
quence, the saturative solution necessarily allows the existence of diquarks.
Following de Swart", Eq. (29) for a possible stale may be wtillen as

M-l!:l £! (l - E) h 2 + ( 2 E - ~) h + 3 (1 - .!..) < I (30)
hM 2 2

where we wrole V Aw
tl = 3M(1 - .!.. E) and V AIW

tl = 3M(1 - E), in lerms ofo 2 o
me parameter E < 1 .

As pointed out by de Swart, there are several possibilities for con.
figurations to exist with triality different from zer~ and masses substantial.
Iy lower lhan me qualk mass M.

In Fig. 2, il is shown M[h] /(hM) againsl h and one has

M <M <M2q 4q q'

[he diquark having the lowest mass and then it would be energetically possi-
ble a super.strong decay of the M q and M4q into diquarks by processes such
as

•We note that, for the IR of che type ~h,O, ••• ,0], the conuibution of the ex.
change and ordinary forces in Eq. (19) lS of the same form, so [hat Eq. (29), in

h. . l'd. h ff" AtI AtI AlIt t Alllt IS case, lS va 1 wlt coe lClents W- M' W M'
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q - ({jq) + (qqq)

qqqq - (qq) + 2 (qqq) ,

which preserve charge and baryonic number, as proposed in the original paper
by Gell-Mann 1, 14

Mhq
hM

Fig. 2.
Mhq as a funetion of the quark number h.
hM
The parameter14 E is su eh that M2q = EM and M3q :::

CONCLUSIONS

The theorctical irnportance oí the quark rnodels, in view oC their re-
markable success in coordinating a large amount of dala on particles and
resonances, dwells on the indication of dynamical ideas which may be rele-
vant for a future theory. Among the dynamical problerns suggested by the
quark rnodels one finds that of the saturation. Since the quark rnodels pre-
sent a still unresolved problem of statistics, che solution oí the saturation
problem depends on the specific rnodel considered5, 15. In this paper, we
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discussed saturation in the one triplet model of Fermionic quarks, together
with the gross features of the baryonic spectrum. Although the diagonal.
ization of Eq. (1) would be desitab1e for a definire class of potentials, the
complexity of the analysis indicates the necessity of a preliminar}' treatment
allowing a semiquantitative discussion of the problem, speciall}' che role of
che different forces in volved and their relative importance. In such an ap-
proximate treatment, we arrived ac mass formula Eq. (9), based on which the
main conclusions of this work are derived. The mass formula contains the
contributions of ordinary and Majorana exchange two-body and three-body
forces. The ordinary forces are almost two orders of magnitude srronger than
the exchange forces. They are dominant in an approximatc discussion of the
saturation, which is achieved by a mixture of 3-body repulsive and 2-bodyat.
tractive forces, as £irst discussed by SchifflO• On the other hand, the
Majorana exchange forces are maioly responsible for the mass differences of
the U(6) supermultiplets. As far as the baryon spectrum is.concerned the
mixture of tWo and three body Majorana exchan~e forces allows solutions
corresponding to the ordering M

56
< M

70
< M

20
• However, it is equally possi-

ble ro have solutions which excludes che existence of the 20 supermultiplet,
with M

S6
<M

70
, as seems ro be indicated by the empirical evidence.

The diagonalization of rhe Hamiltonian Eq. (1), beyond rhe present
approximation, aiming [O a proper treacmenc of the orbital excications would
be the natural step towards a closer solution of the problem. \Ve hope to re.
tuen ro chis interesting topic ac a later date.
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RESUMEN

Se trata el problema de la saturación en el modelo de un triple te de
quarks fermiónicos, dentro de una"'aproximación no relativista, mediante un
formalismo de segunda cuancización con fuerzas de dos y tres cuerpos, in~
variantes frente a U(6). Se obtiene una fórmula de masas aproximada, en
términos de la cual se discuten las propiedades de saturación de las fuer-
zas entre los quarks, así como las características gruesas del espectro ba-
riónico.


